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INTRODUCTION 
Instructional materials form an essential part of       
makerspaces, and solves many needs. Newcomers to the        
space need to be taught general safety standards and best          
practices. Amateur makers need machine-specific trainings      
to get acquainted with their operation. Makers of        
intermediate skill need occasional refreshers on instructions       
for a specific tool. Workshops series and one-off events         
require instructions to guide their participants through the        
creation of some trinket, or the acquisition of some skill.  
 
The most common way today of imparting these instructions         
are as instruction manuals, available either digitally as PDF         
files or physically as printed sheets. However, these have         
several limitations: They don’t really engage the users        
(leading to poor scores on general safety quizzes, for         
example), they don’t show a user where to perform actions          
(often, our Design Specialist staff has to field many         
straightforward questions about where a part, button, or        
menu is on a machine), and their search interface is limited.           
All these drawbacks come from the same root cause: they          
require the makers to do the non-trivial translation of written          
steps into corresponding actions. 
 
Augmented Reality (AR) has been seen as a solution to this           
problem: the ability for AR interfaces to overlay instructions         
on top of real-world objects has been shown to improve          
engagement, recall, and speed. [1] However, commercially       
available AR instruction solutions are painstaking to use;        
they require custom 3D models, programming knowledge,       
and deep expertise of the underlying game engines. This is          
especially problematic in makerspace contexts because new       
machines come and go, new workshops happen all the time,          
and new instructions are constantly needed.  
 
In this project, we present an AR content creation platform          
designed specifically for the makerspace context. It allows        
staff with no prior AR experience to quickly generate 3D          
AR instructions that can be easily stored, shared, and         
updated. 
 
Makerspace users can view these instructions for different        
machines, and makerspace administrators can create custom       
instructions as new machines come and go.  

METHODOLOGY 
ARInstructions is a mobile app that runs on iPads and          
iPhones. Using ARKit, it tracks the movement of the device          
through space. We place QR code-style markers in known         
locations on each machine, that allow the app to synchronize          
and orient its digital view of the machine against the real           
world. We present two modes, one for creating instructions,         
and one for viewing them.  

A. INSTRUCTION CREATION 

The interface in this mode is inspired from slideshow         
presentation software, except that each “slide” is a blank 3D          
canvas over the world. Within each “slide”, users can import          
images, type text, or draw arrows. These objects can be          
dragged with touch gestures to be spatially situated in a          
location relevant to the task they describe. For example, we          
could create an arrow highlighting the air valve on the laser           
cutter, along with text indicating that it should be turned on           
(Fig. 1). 
 

 
Fig.1 Textbox with instruction is placed next to the physical part 
it describes 

B. INSTRUCTION VIEWING 

In this mode, users can scroll through the slideshow to see           
the various steps pop up in the world around them. Each step            
contains the overlay of the world, with all the arrows, text,           
and images in it (Fig. 2). They can also click on parts of the              
machine to bring up instructions related to that part.  

 



 
 

Fig.2 User viewing instructions through our app. Notice the         
slideshow bar at the bottom. 

RESULTS  
Through informal user studies, we ran participants through        
the process of creating and consuming instructions using our         
tool. For the creation mode, we recruited members of the          
Design Specialist staff (the team of experts that advise our          
university makerspace). For the consumption mode, we       
asked people working in the makerspace, all students, to use          
our app. 
 
A. FOR THE CREATION MODE: The Design Specialist        
staff remarked on how easy it was to port existing PDFs to            
AR. They gave us the idea to screenshot sections of the           
PDFs and drag them into 3D space, which was a fast and            
effective way of creating instructions. They also liked how         
easy it was to modify these instructions. They emphasized         
that the instruction creation process is iterative, and they are          
constantly updating instructions as they receive new       
feedback and install new machinery within the makerspace. 
 
B. FOR THE CONSUMPTION MODE: The important piece        
of positive feedback came from the spatialization and        
engagement aspects of AR; both users and specialists called         
it “magical” when it worked correctly. Several makers        
remarked on how easy it was to find where tasks should be            
completed, adding to the growing body of evidence that AR          
is incredibly effective for spatial tasks [1]. However, some         
users were confused when operating smaller machines: The        
instructions would drift away from the intended 3D position         
and point at the wrong part. This was a result of accumulated            
tracking error in the ARKit framework [2]. 
 

TAKEAWAYS 
Below we provide some practical considerations for those        
planning on integrating Augmented Reality into their own        
makerspace trainings and workflows.  

● The engagement factor is very high. This is a big          
advantage over online training, especially for      
safety tasks where recall is important. 

● AR is good for spatial tasks over software. Many         
CNC machines are controlled as much by computer        
software as by hands-on machine operation. The       
benefits of AR seem to be greatest for embodied         
tasks like button operation or part replacement,       
while purely software tasks are better handled by        
linking to PDFs or webpages. 

● iPads and machines should not be used       
simultaneously. This means that makers cannot be       
using the instructions app in parallel with       
fabricating. Head mounted AR might mitigate this       
issue one day, but for now this must be considered          
and limits how AR instructions can be used. 

● Being able to update instructions is more       
important than creating them. Machine models      
change, software gets updated, usage patterns      
change, staff gets replaced, etc. We accordingly       
prioritized ease-of-use and a shallow learning-curve      
in our content creation tool. 

● Not all tools are ready for AR. Due to tracking          
drift with current-gen AR technologies, AR-based      
instructions are better suited for big, immobile       
machines (laser cutters, 3D printers, etc.) and not        
small hand-tools or tools with many moving parts. 

● Have an inventory strategy. You could have iPads        
with preloaded software available for checkout,      
have an iPad locked and tethered next to each         
compatible machine, or put up signage encouraging       
students to download the app to their personal        
devices.  

FUTURE WORK 

In this project, we show how AR can create an engaging           
way for makers to be onboarded. We implement this as an           
app that lets one create a slideshow of virtual pictures, text           
and 3D geometry into fixed locations in the world. In the           
future, we envision this platform being used for much more          
than just instructions. For example, makers could leave text         
and images around their projects as a way to showcase and           
exhibit them to others. We could also create ‘clouds’ of          
images of related projects above a tool to serve as artistic           
inspiration. Finally, we could create tours of the makerspace         
as a way for visitors and special guests to understand the           
history, culture and ethos of the makerspace. Since our app          
supports the creation of arbitrary AR content, all of these use           
cases should be possible without any changes to the app. 
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